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Oz The Complete Wizard Of
They didn't call it "Bleeding Kansas" for nothing. But I'm getting ahead of myself. There have been other Wizard of Oz prequels, but none, to the best of my knowledge, really deal with young Dorothy ...
Prequel to Oz: Foreword
The Great & Powerful, a prequel to 1939's The Wizard Of Oz, telling the story of how Oz - both the man and the place - ...
Top 10 Movie Prequels!
New musical biopic 'Judy' got five stars from us and deservedly so.It follows the last days of actress and icon Judy Garland as she goes on a sold-out tour ...
5 Judy Garland movies to watch ahead of 'Judy'
Wicked, the West End and Broadway musical that tells the incredible untold story of the Witches of Oz, will return to London’s Apollo Victoria Theatre later this year.
Wicked returns to London’s Apollo Victoria Theatre
LEAF Mobile Inc. announces its subsidiary company, East Side Games Inc. has entered into a publishing and IdleKit partnership agreement with TinyRex Games for the global release of three mobile games ...
LEAF Mobile Subsidiary, East Side Games, Announces Partnership With TinyRex Games
The words “Don’t Panic” are printed on a small paper sign taped to the wall on the way up the stairs to Tom Stevens’ new Suite 42. In case you’re ...
Tom Stevens’ Suite 42 is all he was hoping for
Love Harry Potter? From "Return to Oz" to "Monsters University," here are some other movies you should check out.
Movies To Watch If You Like Harry Potter
At Rhode Island College, online learning is not just the last resort to a global pandemic, it is fast becoming the wave of RIC's future. "When COVID-19 shut down the college, it was a formidable ...
On the Other Side of the Coronavirus: Virtual Instruction as a Wave of the Future
Musical theater is coming back to Iroquois Amphitheater this summer as part of a pilot program to elevate training options for youth in the community.
This group is bringing musical theatre back to Iroquois Amphitheater. Here's what to know
After what had been a rocky start to his career at Leeds United, Mark Viduka well and truly won over the Elland Road faithful with a stunning four-goal display in this rollercoaster win over Liverpool ...
Liverpool were once left spellbound by Leeds' wizard from Oz and as they head back to Elland Road tonight, we remember Mark Viduka's FOUR-midable display in an epic clash that ...
Sometime after the turn of the last century, Grand Marais artist and art lover Anna C. Johnson painted a charming portrait of an elderly woman in a jaunty red cap, balancing a bundle of sticks on her ...
Art thief makes off with a piece of Grand Marais history
The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences is best known for giving out Oscars, and its new museum will feature an area devoted to The Academy Awards, but the new facility is also designed to ...
The Academy Museum of Motion Pictures shows how movies are made
IT STARTED with the madness of Real Madrid president Florentino Perez, claiming the Super League was the only solution to “save football”. Then it was Fifa president Gianni Infantino, firing his ...
European Super League: Dramatic rise and fall of breakaway plot in three days of chaos as Man Utd, Liverpool and Co quit
"Gone with the Wind", "The Wizard of Oz, "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington ... This is just one man's opinion, but having pored over fairly complete lists of releases from the last eight decades, there ...
What was the greatest year for movies?
Musicroom is the most reputable musician’s site for sheet music, songbooks, music exam material, musical instruments and accessories.
Musicroom - A world of music at your fingertips
It's Annie like you've never seen it before! Area Stage Company has announced its newest Mainstage professional production, performed by eight actors and no children.
Area Stage Company Presents ANNIE Reimagined
Madonna has splashed out $19.3 million on The Weeknd's Los Angeles mansion, a saving of $2.7 million from the 31-year-old singer's $22 million asking price.
Madonna splashes out $19.3m on The Weeknd's Los Angeles mansion
When I think about a badass woman in horror, Cynthia Pelayo is the author that comes to mind. Her dedication and fierce work-ethic in the writing community is what makes her stand out.
Cynthia Pelayo: Writing in 2021 as a Badass Woman in Horror
So imagine his surprise when he put on a special pair of glasses, and the burgundy-red flowers popped. Seeing the garden in all its splendor, Tenne says, was sort of like the moment "The Wizard of Oz" ...
Seeing with truer colors: Cantigny Park offers special glasses for red-green colorblind visitors
To Play in the Face of Certain Defeat,’ is not about sports, it’s an ‘access point’ in which to view Black experiences.
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